
Calculating Portion

• Advanced

Math in real life does not often happen in a ready-to-calculate pre-printed format. The math
is very often hidden in word problems. The following word problems are all based on the math
in this lesson. Here is how to deal with word problems:

1. Read the word problem and write down the numbers from the word problems in the order
they appear with their units of measure. For example:

• 5m

• 18%

• 72 hrs

• 21 lbs 2 oz

2. Write the meaning of or label the copied out numbers with their units of measure. For
example:

• Part = 3.8 carton

• Width = 5m or w = 5m

• Taxes = 18% or VAT = 18%

• Work in Pay Period = 72 hrs or Labour = 72 hrs

• Weight = 21 lbs 2 oz or w = 21 lbs 2 oz

3. Identify what exactly needs to be calculated and write it down. For example:

• Volume = ? or V = ?

• Density = ? or 𝜌 = ?

• Angle = ? or ∠ = ?

• Length = ? or L = ?
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4. Read all the words of a word problem. The math is hidden, only the words indicate math.
For example:

• Stretching out, adding to, making more, growing, getting bigger, heavier, and building
anew almost always means addition

• cutting, shortening, getting less, loss or losing all imply subtraction

• “of” near numbers means multiplication, many pieces of uniform units (boxes, crates,
loads, lifts, nights, hours) can also be multiplied

• chopping, sharing, splitting, slicing, or breaking up unto identical groups means division

5. Based on the clues in the text, choose the applicable math procedure that will answer the
problem. In this case, you don’t have to do this. The word problems in this lesson are solved
with math shown in this lesson.

6. Recall steps of the calculation to get the answer or find and follow the steps in a sample
calculation.

7. Calculate the final answer and write it down with its correct unit of measure.
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